
Re-telling of a Traditional Nursery Rhyme by Dave Webb



Jill was a creature of habit. Every morning she 
would wake at six and feed Fluffy, the extremely 
fluffy and very lazy cat.

She then let Barkley, the very loud and highly 
intelligent black Labrador, out into the garden to 
do his ‘do, doo’s’.

Then she would walk to the sink, turn the tap and
fill the kettle before returning it to the hob to boil
the water and make the first coffee of the day.

But today it was going to be different, today would
change Jill’s life forever. 



Jill fed Fluffy.

Jill let Barkley into the garden.

Jill walked to the sink.

And then … and then?

NOTHING!

Maybe she was turning the tap the wrong way.

Maybe a harsh frost had frozen the pipe.

It was Summer and the average daytime 
temperature was twenty four degrees celcius!



Living off grid is supposed to be an easy
alternative and minimize your carbon footprint.

She called Jack on his mobile, which normally
is situated on his beside table, set for a very
mind boggling five thirty a.m.

HOWEVER!

Today was different he had forgotten to take it
out of his running jacket after his ten kilometre 
run yesterday teatime!

It’s muffled ringtone could be heard softly from
the direction of the coat hooks!



Jill walked quickly to the bottom of the stairs.

Jill called out loudly to Jack.

She waited the requisite thirty one seconds
before taking a very deep breath and bellowing
at the top of here voice!

“Jack I require some assistance here!”
No sign of life from upstairs.
Jill took another very deep breath and shouted …

“NOW JACK!”



Jack stirred in his comfy duck-down duvet and put 
one toe out to test the air temperature. The cool
Summer air brushed against his face as he crawled 
slowly out of bed and went downstairs to the eco-
friendly-off-grid kitchen.

Jill was standing, staring at the tap.
She turned the tap clockwise, nothing!
Not a single drop.
Her face displayed displeasure; the last 
time Jack had seen that was when he had 
mistakenly put honey instead of sugar 
into her coffee.

Jack needed to think fast.



Jack decided to call his friends for advice.

First he called young Fred, the Baker, otherwise
known as Fred the Bread! 

But Fred the Bread said …
We don’t have any water so
the supply must be damaged
somewhere up the …

HILL!



Jack next sent his best friend Rex a text which read …

Yo bro what u up 2?

Need 2 know if u have water

Jill freaking out wiv no water out

of the spout            

How u?

C u l8er

JACK



Rex replied with a text which read …

Fine bro u?

Water flowing, pressure awesome

Have u checked the main feed which

is usually situated underneath

the sink in the kitchen?            

How u?

Have u paid 

your water

bill?

C u l8er

REX



Jack rushed into the kitchen, opened the cupboard 
beneath the sink and proceeded to bang his head …

When Jack came round he was laying on the 
Kitchen floor looking up at a very angry Jill.

“What on earth are you doing?
I checked the main feed, I checked all the taps!
I checked the shower!!

THERE IS NO WATER!!!

DO SOMETHING AND DO IT …

NOW!!!!!!



Jack pulled himself up from the Kitchen floor and 
walked over to the window. He looked out and at that 
moment he realised that he had to venture out and 
climb … 

the …

HILL!



Jack put on his walking boots.
Zipped up his Mountain Warehouse ultra-thick Ski 
Jacket, as the temperature drop at the top was 
almost off the scale.
He checked the Weather on his BBC Weather App 
and then ventured out to climb … 

the …

HILL!



Jack stood in the gateway of 
the field that lead to the path 
that would take him to the top 
and took a deep breath.  

He picked up his bucket and 
proceeded to ascend the …

HILL!


